
VIII.E. Landing from a Straight-In Approach 

 
References: 14 CFR part 91; FAA-H-8083-9; FAA-H-8083-15; AIM 
 

Objectives The student should develop knowledge of the elements related to landing after a straight in 
instrument approach. 
 

Key Elements 
 
 
 
Elements 
 

1. Maintain a stabilized approach 
2. Do not disregard GS/LOC once visual 
3. Use VASI/PAPI to help transition 

 
1. General 
2. Transition to, and Maintenance of, a Visual Flight Condition 
3. Maintain a Stabilized Approach to Landing 
4. Adherence to ATC Advisories 
5. Completion of Appropriate Checklist Items 
6. Maintenance of Positive Aircraft Control 
 

Schedule 1. Discuss Objectives 
2. Review material 
3. Development 
4. Conclusion  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Equipment 1. White board and markers 
2. References 

IP’s Actions 
 

1. Discuss lesson objectives 
2. Present Lecture 
3. Ask and Answer Questions 
4. Assign homework 
 

SP’s Actions 
 

1. Participate in discussion 
2. Take notes 
3. Ask and respond to questions 
 

Completion 
Standards 

The student can competently and comfortably transition from an instrument approach to 
visual landing. 
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Instructors Notes:  

 
Introduction: 

Attention 
Interesting fact or attention grabbing story 
 
Overview 
Review Objectives and Elements/Key ideas 

 
What 
The pilot must have the ability to transition from an instrument (inside the cockpit) approach to a visual 
approach (outside the cockpit) for landing. 
 
Why 
If you plan on safely landing after an instrument approach you’re going to have to be able to transition to the 
visual approach and make the landing. 

 
How: 
1. General 

A. According to Part 91, no pilot may land when the flight visibility is less than the visibility prescribed in 
the standard IAP being used 

i. ATC will provide the current visibility reports 
a. This may be in the form of prevailing visibility, runway visual value (RVV), RVR 

 Prevailing Visibility: The greatest horizontal visibility equaled or exceeded throughout at 
least half the horizon circle (which is not necessarily continuous) 

 RVV: The visibility determined for a particular runway by a transmissometer 

 RVR: An instrumentally derived value, based on standard calibrations, that represents the 
horizontal distance a pilot will see down the runway from the approach end 

ii. However, only the pilot can determine if the flight visibility meets the landing requirements 
a. If the flight visibility meets the minimum prescribed for the approach, then the approach may be 

continued to landing 
b. If the flight visibility does not meet the prescribed minimums, then the pilot must execute a 

missed approach, regardless of the reported visibility 
c. RVR is very difficult to argue against in the case an approach to landing is made with visibility 

reported to be lower than that required 
2. Transition to, and Maintenance of, a Visual Flight Condition 

A. 100’ to 200’ above MDA/DA most attention should be directed outside the airplane to visually acquire at 
least one visual reference for the runway 

i. Approach Light System 

ii. Threshold/Threshold Markings/Threshold Lights 

iii. REIL 

iv. VASI 

v. Touchdown Zone/Touchdown Zone Markings/Touchdown Zone Lights 

vi. Runway/Runway Markings/Runway Lights 

B. Ensure the instruments are being monitored (Do not focus only outside) 

C. Use the VASI/PAPI to transition to visual flight 

i. Do not disregard the instruments; on the ILS, maintain the localizer and glide slope 
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3. Maintain a Stabilized Approach to Landing  

A. Essential for safe operations 

B. The process of maintain the approach path is simplified by maintain a constant approach speed, descent 
rate, vertical flight path, and configuration during the final stages of an approach 

C. This also helps to recognize wind shear situations should abnormal indications exist during the approach  
4. Adherence to ATC Advisories 

A. Adhere to any advisories provided by ATC 

i. Consider the advisories impact on the specific flight and take action to ensure safety of the 
passengers and yourself 
a. Advisories could include NOTAMs, wind shear, wake turbulence, runway surface, and braking 

conditions 

 How will this affect this flight? Can the flight be completed as planned/intended? 
5. Completion of Appropriate Checklist Items 

A. Once transitioned to visual flight complete the before landing checklist 

i. Reds, Blues, Greens, Whites 

B. Ensure you are maintaining the normal approach speed of 70 KIAS 

i. Add landing flaps, if needed 
6. Maintenance of Positive Aircraft Control 

A. A stabilized approach is necessary for safety of flight 

i. Without positive control, the approach most likely is not stabilized and therefore dangerous 

ii. Perform a missed approach if the airplane cannot be positively controlled for any reason 
a. Whether weather, pilot work overload, or inability 
b. Once missed, advise ATC what you would like to do next 

 Repeat the approach, Transition to an alternate, etc 
 

 
Common Errors 

 Inappropriate division of attention during the transition from instrument to visual flight conditions 

 Failure to complete required checklist items 

 Failure to properly plan and perform the turn to final approach 

 Improper technique for wind shear, wake turbulence, and crosswind 

 Failure to maintain positive aircraft control throughout the complete landing maneuver 
 
Conclusion: 
Brief review of the main points 
  


